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ABSTRACT

The present study entitled “Adjectivals in English, Nepali and Nepal

Bhasa” was an attempt to find out Nepal Bhasa adjectivals in relation to

English and Nepali. The population was selected using snowball

sampling. The main finding of the present study is that Nepal Bhasa

adjectival system is the most complex in comparison to English and

Nepali due to the presence of the affixation, pluralization and alternatives.

It is recommended that the complexity of the Nepal Bhasa adjectives

should be considered while teaching/learning.

This thesis consists of four chapters.The chapter one deals with a brief

introductory survey of the related area of the study including general

background, literature review, objectives and the significance of the

study. The chapter two includes the methodology: sources of data,

population of the study, sampling procedure, tools for data collection,

process of data collection and the limitations of the study. Similarly, the

chapter three deals with analysis and interpretation of the data and

chapter four findings and recommendations of the study.
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CHAPTER – ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Background

Language is common to all and only human beings. It is a voluntary,

vocal system and human communication. It is the most valuable single

possession of the human race. It is an ‘organised sound’ used in actual

social situations. That is why, it can be defined as ‘contextualised

systematic sound’.

Language is an essential means of communication through which human

being can share their feelings, desires, views, ideas, joys, thoughts,

emotions, etc. It is the ‘species-specific’ and ‘species-uniform’ possession

of man, which makes a human different from animals. So, man is the only

living species with this power to speak and no other living species have

such kind of power.

Language is species specific to mankind in the sense that human mind is

genetically equipped with a special type of innate capacity to acquire

language. Language is also species uniform in the sense that every child

irrespective of caste, sex, class, nation, ethnicity become able to acquire

the native language effortlessly in about the same age whether they

receive training or not. Without language, human civilization as we now

know, it would have remained impossible.

Different scholars and linguists define language differently. Richards et

al. (1985, p.196) say, “Language is the system of human communication

which consists of the structured arrangement of sounds (their written

representation) into larger units, e.g. morpheme, words, sentences,

utterances.” Similarly, Sinclair (1994, p.809) says “A language is a

system of communication which consists of a set of sounds and written
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symbols which are used by the people of a particular country or region

for talking or writing in.”

According to Langacker (1993) “A language can be viewed as an

instrument of communication. It serves to establish sound-meaning

correlations so that messages can be sent by the exchange of overt

acoustic signals.” Similarly, Patanjali says “Language is that human

expression which is uttered out by speech organs.” (as cited in Varshney,

1995, p.1).

It shows that a language is a powerful tool used as means of

communication. It is considered to be a system of communicating with

one another using sounds, symbols and words in expressing meaning,

ideas or thoughts. It is language which gives our identity in the society

and we can recognize any person in which social class or geographical

area he or she belongs to.

1.1.1 Linguistic Situation of Nepal

Nepal represents a complex cross section of linguistic and cultural

diversity. Though it is a small country, it has been very fertile land for

languages. Even today linguists are discovering new languages in some

remote places of the country and probably many more languages are still

waiting to be discovered. According to Census 2001, the total population

of Nepal is 23,151,423 where male population is 11,563,921 and female

population is 11, 587,502. Similarly, the Census 2001 reports that there

are 92 speaking languages in the country’s present day where 1,105,325

(48.61%) speakers are found speaking the Nepali language as their

mother tongue. According to Toba (2003, p.15) the languages spoken in

Nepal can be grouped into the following four language families:

a. Indo-Aryan Group b. Tibeto-Burman Group

c. Dravidian Group d. Astro-Asiatic Group
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1.1.1.1 Indo-Aryan Group

Nepali - Chureti - Rajbansi - Kumal - Megahi - Bote

Awadhi - Maithili - Danuwar - Bhojpuri - Tharu - Urdu

Bengali - Darai - Majhi - Marwari - Hindi

1.1.1.2   Tibeto-Burman Group

Limbu - Byangshi - Sunuwar - Meche - Bhujel

Pahari - Tamang - Thakali - Manang - Kaike

Raute - Newar - Tibetan - Chepang - Lhemi

Magar - Morpha - Dhimal - Chhuntal - Gurung

Kagate - Koche - Lepcha - Ghale - Sherpa

Kham - Rai - Dura - Nar - Raji - Toto - Hayu

1.1.1.3   Dravidian Group

‘Jhanghar’ is the only language of the Dravidian family, which is spoken

on the province of Koshi River in the eastern region of Nepal.

1.1.1.4 Astro-Asiatic Group

‘Satar’ is the only one language in this family. It is spoken in Jhapa

district of the eastern part of Nepal. This family has other branches

namely: Mon-Khmer and Munda.

1.1.2 The English Language

There are various languages used in different communities. Among them,

English is the most dominant language. It belongs to the West-Germanic

sub-branch of Indo-European family of language. It has been given an

official status in many countries, as it is one of the prestigious and

standard languages. Most of the advanced reading materials like books,

magazines etc. are available in English, along with it there are a number

of factors which have ensured the widespread use of English. So, learning
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the English language seems compulsory for higher education in order to

take the advantage of intellectual power.

Since English is used as an international lingua franca, people from most

of the countries want to learn it in this globalization era. One should learn

English, if s/he wants to know the world. With this importance of

English, it is taught and learned as a second or foreign language in most

of the countries. It is spoken almost everywhere in every fields. e.g. law,

education, commerce, trade, sports, mass media, international seminars,

conferences, science and technology, etc. The role of English in inter-

national communication is clearly realized in Nepal and in her education

system. So, it is taught from primary level to bachelor degree as a

compulsory subject and upto master’s degree as a major or optional

subject.

English is the first language for most people in the USA, the UK, Canada,

Australia, New Zealand, Ireland, etc. It is also used to establish

diplomatic relationship with most of the countries of the world by some

of the internationally recognized organization. The establishment of the

UN is the key feature for the massive increment of the demand of

English. Because of its worldwide use, advanced academic studies have

been run in this language.

In this 21st century, a man cannot compete in any field of knowledge

without being familiar with English. It has been influenced by everyday

communication of every language speaker. About two-third of the

world’s record has been carried out in this language either in print or

electronic media. So, learning English is a must in this century.
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1.1.3 Grammar and its Importance

Every language has its own grammar. Grammar of every language is

important because acceptability and intelligibility both in writing and

speaking depend on the currently followed basic notions and norms of

grammar. Grammar is a sub-set of those rules which govern the

configurations that the morphology and syntax of a language assume. In

other words, it is the rules in a language for changing the form of words

and arranging them into sentences. In the present usage, grammar is a

description of the structure of a language in linguistics.

In order to speak or write language effectively, it is necessary to use the

language correctly. Knowledge of grammar is essential for competent

users of a language. Grammar shows us the way in which linguistic units

are arranged into a meaningful word/s or phrases or clauses or sentences.

Thus, a sentence like: This is a book is grammatical, whereas This are a

books is not. So, we should have the knowledge of grammar. There is a

set of rules which govern how unit of meaning may be constructed in any

language. We may say that a learner who ‘know grammar’ is one who has

mastered and can apply these rules to express himself or herself in what

would be considered acceptable language forms.

Similarly, every form in language has some meaning. Words and other

lexical items carry meanings. Phrases and sentences also have meanings.

Their meanings depend on both the meanings of the smaller items inside

them and their syntactic structures. The study of the intrinsic meanings of

linguistic expressions is semantics, and it is distinguished from

pragmatics, which is the study of those aspects of meaning that crucially

involve the context of an utterance.

Richards et al. (1985, p.125) say that "Grammar is a description of the

structures of a language and the way in which linguistic units such as
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words and phrases are combined to produce sentences in the language.”

Similarly, Ur (1996, p.4) says “Grammar may be defined as the way a

language manipulates and combines words in order to form a longer unit

of meaning.”

To sum up, grammar consists of certain rules and these rules that govern

the system of any language units and structures by which we

communicate with each other. It is a means to improve accuracy in the

use of language. Thus, the study of grammar can help us in

communication as grammar is a system consisting of phonology,

morphology, syntax and semantics.

1.1.4 Parts of Speech

Different classes or categories into which words are divided to study

language are called parts of speech. According to most grammarians,

there are eight parts of speech. These are also called word classes as:

1. Noun (naming word) - Ram, house, Nepal, etc.

2. Pronoun (instead of noun) – I, he, she, we, you, etc.

3. Adjective (describing word) – good, red, beautiful, etc.

4. Verb (doing word) – catch, do, go, write, etc.

5. Adverb (modifying word) – very, slowly, wisely, etc.

6. Preposition (showing position) – on, in, at, by, etc.

7. Conjunction (joining word) – and, but, or, etc.

8. Interjection (expressing word) – Hurrah!, Alas!, etc.

1.1.5 Adjectivals in English

Adjectival means consisting of or relating to adjectives. Adjective is one

of the parts of speech. Sinclair (1994, p. 18) says “An adjective is a word

that gives more information about a noun or pronoun by selection or

restricting its meaning.” It is a word which tells something about a

person, place or thing. It adds more meaning to a noun or pronoun. So, it
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is also known as describing word. e.g.

Sabita is an intelligent girl. He gave us forty five minutes.

Here the words intelligent and forty five are adjectives. Intelligent

describes ‘Sabita’ and answers the question what kind of girl Sabita is

and forty five answers the question how much time he gave us.

There are many kinds of words that can act as adjectives, but they express

the same types of grammatical rules in adjectives. This means there are

different classes of adjectives. According to Thomson and Martinet (1989

p.33), the classes of adjectives are as follows:

a. Qualitative b. Possessive c. Distributive

d. Quantitative e. Interrogative f. Demonstrative

a. Adjective of Quality

These are the adjectives which show the quality of state of a person or a

thing. They also describe about a person or a thing, hence they are also

known as descriptive adjectives. These adjectives answer the question

“what type of?” e.g.

She is a good girl. He is a good boy.

They are good girls. They are good boys.

b. Demonstrative Adjective

These are the adjectives which point out a particular person/s or thing/s.

‘This, That, These, and Those’ are the main demonstrative adjectives. e.g.

This cat is beautiful. These cats are beautiful.

That cat is beautiful. Those cats are beautiful.

c. Distributive Adjective

These are the adjectives which refer singly to each one of a large number.

‘Each’ and ‘Every’ are the two main distributive adjectives. ‘Either’ and

‘Neither’ are also falls in this class. e.g.
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Each girl should take her turn. Neither report is true.

Every player should contribute his best. Either car will do.

d. Quantitative Adjective

These are the adjectives that refer to the quantity and answer the question

‘how much?’ and ‘how many?’ e.g.

Some Any Many Much Few

Little Three Second Double Half

Nepalese have little patience. January is the first month of the year.

I have two pens. There is enough food for both of us.

e. Interrogative Adjective

These are the adjectives which ask questions. These are used for making

questions especially wh-questions. They are mainly:

What? Which? Whose? How many? How much?

Whose pen is this? Which colour do you prefer?

How many books are there? How much money do you need?

f. Possessive Adjective

These are the adjectives which show the relationships or ‘belong to’.

They show the possession and answer the question ‘whose?’    e.g.

My Our Your Their His Her

Their house is the biggest in the locality.

Your father is a doctor. Our team won the match.

1.1.6 The Nepali Language

Nepali is a major language of the Indo-Aryan language family. Like its

sister languages, it has developed originally from Sanskrit through

intermediate stages. Nepali is the national language of Nepal which is

spoken as mother tongue by majority of Nepalese. It is also widely used

as a 2nd language along with other native languages and has long been
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used as the medium of administration, mass media, education, public

affairs, etc. Moreover, this language has a large body of literature dating

back to the seventh century and a considerable number of newspapers,

periodicals, journals, etc. It reflects typical Nepali culture and society.

Nepali was designated in the constitution of 1990 as ‘the official

language’ of the nation and has a dominant role in the lives of the

Nepalese people in the country including its extensive uses for official

purposes as a medium of instruction at various levels of legal practices,

education, commerce, communication, media, etc.

In addition, scientific and technological advancement and its application

in Nepalese context, spread of education, national and international

interaction and other related factors have also led to the elaborating the

functions on the use of Nepali. In this altered context, it is high time to

standardize the language in order to cope with the fresh demands of its

speech community. Besides grammar, literary writing and mass media, it

can render significant contribution to the process of standardization. Not

only in Nepal, it is widely spoken in the north-eastern states of India as

well. It is also in extensive use in the southern part of Bhutan.

1.1.7 Adjectivals in Nepali

An adjective is a word which describes a noun or pronoun with its

quality, quantity etc. It can be in the attributive or predicative positions in

a sentence. It will answer the question which?, how many?, how much?,

etc. of a noun.

According to Baral et al. (BS. 2065, p.12), there are four types of

adjectives as their meaning and functions. They are as follows:
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a. Qualitative Adjective

The adjectives which show the quality, taste, etc. are qualitative

adjectives. These adjectives describe the followings:

rəngə (colour) - rato, kalo, nilo

swad (taste) - mitho, tito, gulio

swəvaw (nature) - dustə, səjjən, micaha,

chant (form/shape)- khəsro, məsino, cillo

bani (habit) - əsəl, khərab, əlchi, mehənəti

əwəstha (condition)- garib, dhani, mahilo, uchcha

akar (shape/size) - sano, golo, lamo, əglo, moto

səməy (time period)- pracin, adhunik, səməkalin

sthan (place) - kirtipure, bhəkəapure, thimile

bəstu (thing) - candəne, doke, kitabi

jati (caste/race) - newari, əngreji, bharitiy

b. Numeral Adjective

The adjectives which show the number are numeral adjectives. They are:

Definite number - ek, dəs, pəccis, səy

Indefinite number - səyəun, həjarəun, kərodəun

Recitation - dobbər, tebbər, duguna, cəuguna

Ordinal number - pəhilo, dosro, cəutho

Distributive number - ek ek, prətyek, hərek

c. Quantitative Adjective

The adjectives which show the amount, measure of noun, etc. are

quantitative adjectives. There will not be the exact number. e.g.

dherəi, thorəi, əlikəti, prəshəst, yawət, dherthor, etc.

d. Pronomial Adjective

The pronoun which functions as an adjective is called pronominal

adjective. There are three types of pronominal adjectives. They are:
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i. Demonstrative Adjective

The demonstrative pronoun which functions as an adjective is

called demonstrative adjective. They are: yo, tyo, yi, ti, etc.

ii.. Relational Adjective

The relational pronoun which functions as an adjective is called

relational adjective. They are: jo, jun, jəsto, etc.

iii. Interrogative Adjective

The interrogative pronoun which functions as an adjective is called

interrogative adjective. They are: ko, kun, ke, etc.

1.1.8 The Nepal Bhasa

The Nepal Bhasa (Newar), a well known Himalayan language of Tibeto-

Burman branch of the Sino-Tibetan group has had many appellations over

the years and continues to be referred to by a variety of names. “Today’s

Nepal Bhasa, Newa: Bhay, Newar Bhasa, Newari Bhasa, etc. is proven its

ancient name as ‘Nepal Bhasa’ in ancient inscriptions.” (Tuladhar, NS

1120, p.10). Similarly, Baidhya (NS 1104, p.60) says “This language is

used as NepalBhasa > NewarBhakha > Nepar Bhakha > Naipalik

(Naipaliy) Bhasha etc. in ancient inscriptions and sahasans.” In 530 NS,

at the regime of Jay Jyoti Malla, it is written in a temple at Taumadi,

Bhaktapur (Mali, NS 1098, p.17) as: “Ata:param NepalBhasa Shree

Yongstu Somawasare Shree Tripurbidya pithiya dwar paduka sthapana di

juro.” (as cited in Tuladhar, NS.1120, p.10)

According to the Rising Nepal (9/8/96) the then HMG decided to name

‘Nepal Bhasa’ instead of the Newari language which was broadcasted in

the government media. The Newar community had been since long

demanding that ‘Newari’ be called ‘Nepal Bhasa’. Though the above

statement was published about a decade ago, knowingly or unknowingly
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the Newa: people have been adding an “i” to the word “Newar” to

indicate its adjective form. By virtue of being non Indo-Aryan language

adding an “i” in Newar is grammatically incorrect. (www.jwajalapa.com)

However, the terminologies 'Newar' and 'Newari' used in the languages of

the Newar community are still in controversy. Some Nepali scholars who

preferred to use the Newari language in their works are Kansakar (1979),

Malla (1984), Shakya (1980), Shresthacharya (1981), Sthapit (1978), etc.

Some others have found to use the Newar language are Shakya (2005),

Hale and Shrestha (2006), Joshi (NS.1112), Shresthacharya, (BS.2054),

etc. More recently, the term 'Newar' is used instead of Nepal Bhasa,

Newah or Newa Bhaye and Newari. The term selected for this study is

according to the Nepal population census 2001. They are likely to use the

'Newari language' but more formally the linguists today have claimed that

'Newar ' is preferrably used elsewhere.

Newar is spoken widely in the three main towns of the valley i.e.

Kathmandu, Lalitpur and Bhaktapur. Newar, however, is a Tibeto-

Burman language, and is widely used in the Kathmandu valley as well as

among other Newar communities in towns and villages throughout the

country, Nepal. It is generally believed that once the entire valley was

populated by Newars and it was Newar architecture which produced the

townscapes of the Malla cities and villages, much admired today.

1.1.9 Dialects of the Nepal Bhasa

The majority of Newars lives in the Kathmandu Valley and they love to

say Nepal Bhasa for their mother tongue “Newar language”. As a result,

there are many textbooks, magazines, newspapers and others published in

Nepal Bhasa. The distribution of Newars is found not only in the

Kathmandu valley but also in many cities and rural areas across the
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country. This has given rise to several distinct variations of the language

in terms of social stratification and geographical spread. Hence, there are

differences in the linguistic habits of the Newars from different regions

and social classes.These variations are referred to as dialects of Newar

and it consists of five major dialects and several sub-dialects spoken by

Newars living throughout the country. The main dialects of the Newar

language (Joshi, 2060, gə) are as follows:

a.    Kathmandu/Patan

This is the most dominant dialect of the Newar language. It is the most

evolved form of the language and is very close to the standard form of

language used in academics and media. This is the most widely used one.

b.    Bhaktapur

Also known as khwəpə bhay, this form of language is more close to the

form than the standard form. Variations exist in the use of this form of

language in Bhaktapur, Banepa, Panauti and Dhulikhel.

c. Dolakha

This is the most preserved form of language and resembles the old Nepal

Bhasa.

d. Pahari

This dialect has similar vocabulary as the sub-dialect of Kathmandu-

Patan dialect. However, the language is spoken with a Tamang tone.

e. Chitlang
This is used in Chalang, south of Kathmandu, in Makawanpur district.

f. Other dialects

In addition to these dialects, there are few sub-dialects spoken in the

Kathmandu valley and other parts of Nepal. These sub-dialects are

spoken in surrounding villages of Kathmandu, Patan, Bhaktapur, Chitlang

and Dolakha. The dialects spoken in Listi, Tauthali and Dutiko are sub-
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dialects of Dolakha. The dialects spoken in Gamal and Balami are sub-

dialects of Chitlang. The dialects spoken in Palpa, Gorkha, Bandipur,

Baglung, Sindhupalchok, Parbat, etc are taken as sub-dialects of Bhakta.

1.1.10 Contrastive Analysis and its Importance on Language Teaching

Contrastive analysis (CA) is a branch of applied linguistics. It compares

two languages typologically to find out their similarities and differences

between them and then predicts the area of ease and difficulty. It is a

systematic comparison of the linguistic system of two or more languages.

Some scholars have defined CA differently that are as follows:

According to James (1980, p.3) contrastive analysis is “a linguistic

enterprise aimed at producing inverted (i.e. contrastive, not comparative),

two-valued typologies (CA is always concerned with a pair of languages)

and found on the assumption that languages can be compared.”

Likewise, Crystal (2003, p.107) views CA as "a general approach to the

investigation of language (contrative linguistics), particularly as carried

on certain area of Applied Linguistics, such as foreign-language teaching

and translation.”

Richards et al. (1985, p.63) define,

CA is the comparison of the linguistic systems of two languages,

for example the sound system or the grammatical system. CA was

developed and practiced in the 1950s and 1960s as an application

of structural linguistics to language teaching, and is based on the

following assumptions:

a. The main difficulties in learning a new language are caused

by interference from the first language.
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b. These difficulties can be predicted by CA.

c. Teaching materials can make use of CA to reduce the effects

of   interference.

Contrastive analysis was more successful in PHONOLOGY than in other

areas of language, and declined in the 1970s as interference was replaced

by other explanations of learning difficulties. In recent years contrastive

analysis has been applied to other areas of language, for example the

discourse systems. This is called contrastive discourse analysis.

In short, CA is concerned with how a monolingual becomes bilingual.

There are two languages and two dialects in comparison which are known

as 'interlingual' and 'intralingual'. The comparison between them can be

done in different level of languages viz. phonological, syntactic and

discourse levels as well.

CA has its great importance in language teaching. It has mainly two

functions. First, it predicts the tentative errors to be committed by the

second learners and second, it explains the sources and reasons of the

second learners’ errors. It helps language teacher to show the areas of

differences between the two languages, identify which area are more

difficult for the learners and explain the sources of errors in their

performance. It also helps in designing teaching / learning materials and

remedial courses for those particular areas that need more attention. So, a

language teacher should have knowledge of CA to treat the learners

psychologically and academically. Unless a language teacher knows the

sources and types of the errors that learners commit, he or she cannot

impart knowledge to the learners.
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1.2 Review of the Related Literature

There are many researches on linguistic comparative study and few

researches on semantic comparative study among different languages

spoken in Nepal. e.g. Nepali, Maithili, Tharu, Kumal, Gurung, Rai, Urdu,

Bantawa, Limbu, Bhojpuri, Tamang, Awadhi, Santhali, Magar, Chepang,

Athapahariya, Jhagar Danuwar, Nepal Bhasa etc. that are compared to

that of the English language in the Department of English Education.

The related literature to the present study is as follows:

Joshi (2004) carried out a research entitled “Kinship Terms in the English

and Newari languages” .The main purpose of this study was to list

English and Newari Kinship Terms. The main finding of the study was

that the Newari language is richer in terms of kinship terms in

comparison to the English language. Similarly, Manandhar (2009) studied

a research on “Pronomials in the English, Nepali and Newar Languages”.

The main purpose of this study was to find out, compare and contrast

Newar pronominals with those of English and Nepali pronominals. The

main finding was that Newar has the most complex pronominal system in

comparison to English and Nepali.

The above review shows that none of the researches has been carried out

on the comparative study of “Adjectivals in English, Nepali and Nepal

Bhasa” yet. As the researcher is the native speaker of Nepal Bhasa, he has

selected this topic for the study. Hence, this research is being undertaken

to find out Nepal Bhasa Adjectival and then compare and contrast with

those of English and Nepali.
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1.3 Objectives of the Study

The present study had the following objectives.

i. To find out the adjectives of the Nepal Bhasa and compare

them with English and Nepali.

ii. To point out some pedagogical implications based on the

findings.

1.4 Significance of the Study

This study mainly concerns with adjectives used in English, Nepali and

Nepal Bhasa. No research has yet been carried out on it in the Department

of English Education. So, this research will be invaluable for the

Department of English Education and others as well.

This study will be significant for the further research works and for

developing the grammar in English, Nepali and Nepal Bhasa. This study

will be equally helpful for language experts, linguists, teachers, students,

text book writers, syllabus designers and the people who are interested

and who want to undertake researches in this area in future as it will be

the foundation for their further study.

The findings of this study will be useful to solve the problems which

arouse in teaching and learning activities. So, it will have pragmatic value

as well.
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CHAPTER - TWO

METHODOLOGY

The researcher adopted the following methodology while conducting the

research.

2.1 Sources of Data

This research consisted of both primary and secondary sources of data.

2.1.1 Primary Sources of Data

The native speakers of the Nepal Bhasa of the Kathmandu valley were the

primary sources in order to find out adjectivals used in the Nepal Bhasa.

2.1.2 Secondary Sources of Data

Different books, journals, magazines, theses and different materials from

the internet were the secondary sources. Some of them are: Maharjan

(NS.1110), Hale and Shresthacharya (BS. 2054), Adhikari (BS. 2063),

Baral et al. (BS. 2064), Sthapit (1978), Malla (1985), Thomson and

Martinet (1989), Sinclair (1994), etc.

2.2 Population of the Study

The native speakers of the Nepal Bhasa were the population of the study.

All the informants participated in the study were from the Kathmandu

valley. The total population of the study consisted of seventy native

speakers of the Nepal Bhasa of the Kathmandu valley.

2.3 Sampling Procedure

The researcher selected seventy native speakers of the Nepal Bhasa from

the Kathmandu valley using snowball sampling. The informants were

selected on the basis of literacy level and gender (male and female).

There are three groups in terms of literacy level: PCL, bachelors and

masters. The sample population in terms of gender and literacy are

tabulated as below:
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PCL Bachelors Masters Total

Male 18 12 9 39

Female 14 10 7 31

Total 32 22 16 70

2.4 Tools for Data Collection

The researcher developed questionnaire as research tools in order to elicit

the data on the Nepal Bhasa adjectivals from the Newar native speakers

of the Kathmandu valley. The questionnaires were distributed to them.

2.5 Process of Data Collection

The process of data collection was as follows:

i. At first, I prepared a questionnaire.

ii. I visited the selected people and introduced myself and told them

about the objectives of the study.

iii. I collected data from people until the required number was

fulfilled.

iv. English adjectivals were taken from Thomson and Martinet (1989),

whereas Nepali adjectivals were taken from Baral et al. (BS. 2064).

2.6 Limitations of the Study

The present study was limited in the following ways:

i) The study was limited to only seventy native speakers of the Nepal

Bhasa of the Kathmandu valley.

ii) The study was limited to the comparison of the following

adjectivals between English, Nepali and Nepal Bhasa.

Qualitative, Quantitative, Demonstrative,

Distributive, Interrogative, Possissesive.

iii) The words ‘Nepal Bhasa’ and ‘Newar’ are mutually exclusive.
‘Nepal Bhasa’ is being used in place of Newari language whereas
‘Newar’ is used to function adjectival.
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CHAPTER THREE

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

The collected data have been analyzed and interpreted descriptively with

the help of simple statistical tools like tables and illustrations. The data

have been tabulated. The similarities and differences between English,

Nepali and Nepal Bhasa adjectivals have been shown with the help of

illustrations.

3.1 Analysis and Presentation of the Nepal Bhasa Adjectivals

The Nepal Bhasa has the following adjectivals:

3.1.1 Qualitative Adjectives

These are the adjectives which show the quality of state of a person or a

thing. They also describe about a person or a thing, hence they are also

known as descriptive adjectives. These adjectives answer the question

“what type of?” The Newar qualitative adjectives are tabulated below:

Table No. 1

The Newer Qualitative Adjectives

General Description

size / shape ci:gə:, tə:gə:, cakula, phatə̃:
habit / nature bã:la, məbhĩ:, uju, bhĩ:mhə
time / distance nhu:, pulã:, likkə, tapa:
colour / taste haku, wə̃cu, caku, pamu
form / condition chyakhə, picu, tə:mi: , ci:mi:
origin / identity ərəbiyən, japani, thəkali, nəkĩ:
quality cəlakh, bã:la, bhĩ:

The table shows that Newar adjectives are marked for qualitative

adjectives.
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For animate and inanimate, the Newar qualitative adjectives can be

shown in the sub-table as below:

Singular Plural

animate hakumhə, bã:lamhə, bhĩ:mhə hakupĩ:, bã:lapĩ:, bhĩ:pĩ:

inanimate hakugu, wə̃cugu, bã:lagu, bhĩ:gu, etc.

i. The Newar qualitative adjectives are marked for shape/size,

nature/habit, time/distance, colour, taste, condition/form,

origin/identity, etc. e.g.

|wə cwəsa ci:pu| |wə bã:lamhə mijə̃: khə:| |bhwəy sa:|

|japani sari bã:la| |thwə səphu: nhu:| |thwə swã: bã:la|

|bhəuca haku| |ipĩ: mənu:tə tə:mi:| |bə̃ picu|

Some qualitative adjectives function as finite verbs.

ii. The Newar qualitative adjectives are also marked for animate and

inanimate. e.g.

|thwə hakumhə bhəuca khə:| |bã:lamhə mənu: wəne məphu|

|wə hakugu cwəsa khə:| |thwə kwa:gu duru sa: |

iii. The Newar animate qualitative adjectives are also marked for

singular and plural. e.g.

|thwə hakumhə bhəuca khə:| |thupĩ: hakupĩ: bhəucatə khə:|

|bã:lamhə mənu: wəne məphu| |bã:lapĩ: mənu:tə wəne məphu|

3.1.2 Numeral Adjectives

These are the adjectives that refer to the quantity and number of person

and things. These adjectives answer the question ‘how much/ many?’ The

Newar numeral adjectives are tabulated below:
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Table No. 2

The Newar Numeral Adjectives

General Description

cardinal chə/chi, ni/nəsi

ordinal nhapə, nhapəlyu:

portion cəkən, bəchi

recitation nidugə, swədugə

indefinite sələnsə:, dwələndwə:

distributive hərek, nhyamhə̃, nhyagũ

quantitative dəkwə, səkəlẽ, apa:, yəkwə, bhətica

This table shows that Newar adjectives are marked for numeral

adjectives.

For animate and inanimate, the Newar numeral adjectives can be shown

in the sub-table as below:

Animate inanimate

cardinal chəmhə, nimhə chəgu, nigu, chəpu, nipu

ordinal nhapã:mhə, lipã:mhə nhapã:gu, lipã:gu

distributive chәmhә-chәmhә, nhyamhə̃ chәgә-chәgә, nhyagũ

i. The Newar numeral adjectives are marked for cardinal, ordinal,

portion, recitation, indefinite, distributive and quantitative. e.g.

|mənu: nimhə wələ| (cardinal)

|thwə wəyagu lipã:gu səphu: khə:| (ordinal)

|wəyake cəkənchi jaki du| (portion)

|wəyake nidugə dheba du| (recitation)

|jhithay sələnsə degə du| (indefinite)

|nhyamhə mənu: wəsã: jiu| (distributive)

|wəyake apa: dheba du| (quantitative)
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ii. The Newar numeral adjectives are also marked for animate and

inanimate. e.g.

|nimhə misa wələ| |pemhə kisi wənə| (animate)

|nyagə gucca tənə| |pepu cwəsa luyawələ| (inanimate)

3.1.3 Pronominal Adjectives

The pronouns which function as adjectives are pronominal adjectives.

There are five types of pronominal adjectives. They are as follows:

3.1.3.1 Demonstrative Adjectives

The demonstrative pronouns which function as adjectives are called

demonstrative adjectives. The Newar demonstrative adjectives are

tabulated below:

Table No. 3

The Newar Demonstrative Adjectives

Distance Singular Plural

Near Speaker thwә (he) thwә/he (±ani), thupĩ:/he (ani)

Near Hearer amə (he) amə/he(±ani), aməpĩ:/he (ani)

Distal wə, ugu, umhә(he) wә/he---tә (±ani) ipĩ:/he (ani)

R Remote hũ: (he) hũ:/he (±ani), hũ:pĩ:/he (ani)

This table shows that Newar adjectives are marked for demostrative

adjectives.

i. The Newar demonstrative adjectives are marked for a four-fold

distinction: near the speaker, near the hearer, distal (neither near

nor far from both ) and remote (far from the both ). e.g.

|thwə mənu: bhĩ:| |thwəhe mənu: bhĩ:| ( Near Speaker)

|wə cwəsa bhĩ:| |wəhe chwəsa bhĩ:| (Near hearer)

|amә cwəsa bhĩ:| |amәhe chwəsa bhĩ:| (Distal)

|hũ: cwəsa bhĩ:| |hũ:he chwəsa bhĩ:| (Remote)
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ii. The Newar demonstrative adjectives are also marked for singular

and plural for animate. e.g.

|thwə misa bã:la| |thupĩ: misatə bã:la| (Near Speaker)

|wə misa bã:la| |ipĩ: misatə bã:la| (Near Hearer)

|amə misa bã:la| |aməpĩ: misatə bã:la| (Distal)

|hũ: misa bã:la| | hũ:pĩ: misatə bã:la| (Remote)

3.1.3.2 Possessive Adjectives

The possessive pronouns which function as adjectives are possessive

adjectives. The Newar possessive adjectives are tabulated below.

Table No. 4

The Newar Possessive Adjectives

Person Sigular Variety
Plural

Enclu. Inclu.

1st jigu jimigu jhi:gu

2nd

chə:̃gu N.Hon. chimigu

chigu, akənəyagu Hon. chikəpinigu, akənəpinigu

3rd

wəya, wəyagu N. Hon. imigu

wəykə:yagu, ənəyagu Hon. wəykə:pinigu, ənəpinigu

This table shows that Newar adjectives are marked for possessive

adjectives.

i. The Newar possessive adjectives are marked for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd

persons. e.g.

|thwə jigu səphu: khə:| (1st person)

|wə chigu bũ khə:| (2nd person)

|thwә wəyagu chẽ khə:| (3rd person)

ii. The Newar possessive adjectives are also marked for number. The

same singular adjective forms are used as plural one by adding

affixes. e.g
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|thwə jigu səphu: khə:| |thwə jimigu səphu: khə:| (1st person)

|wə chigu bũ khə:| |wə chikəpinigu bũ khə:| (2nd person)

|thwә wəyagu chẽ khə:| |thwә imigu chẽ  khə:| (3rd person)

iii. The Newar has the existence of inclusive and exclusive plural first

person possessive adjectives. e.g.

|thwə jigu bwənekuthi khə:| (Sg.)

|thwə jimigu bwənekuthi khə:|   (Pl.- exclu.)

|thwə jhi:gu bwənekuthi khə:|     ( Pl.-inclu.)

iv. The Newar 2nd and 3rd person possessive adjectives have the

existence of honorific and non-honorific forms. eg

|thwə chə:̃gu chẽ khə:| |wə wəyagu cwәsa khə:| (N. Hon)

|thwə chigu chẽ khə:| |wə wəykə:yagu cwәsa khə:| (Hon)

v. Male and female distinction is made nowhere in the Newar

adjectival system. e.g.

|thwə wәyagu bwənekuthi khə:| (male)

|thwə wәyagu bwənekuthi khə:| (female)

3.1.3.3 Interrogative Adjectives

The interrogative pronouns which function as adjectives are called

interrogative adjectives. The Newar interrogative adjectives are tabulated

below:

Table No. 5

The Newar Interrogative Adjectives

Animate Inanimate Possessive

Singular Plural Singular Plural

su, gumhə susu, gumhəgumhə chu, gu chuchu, gugu suyagu

This table shows that Newar adjectives are marked for interrogative

adjectives.
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i. The Newar interogative adjectives have distinct form for animate,

inanimate and possessive forms. e.g.

|wә su mәnu: khә:? (animate)

|wə̃: chu khə̃ kәnə?| (inanimate)

|thwə suyagu chẽ khә:?| (Possessive)

ii. There is the reduplication of the singular form which gives the

corresponding plural form in the Newar interrogative adjectives.

e.g.

|wә su mənu: khə:?| |ipĩ: susu mənu:tə khә:?| (ani)

|wə̃: chu khə̃ kənə?| |wə̃: chuchu khə(̃tə) kənə?| (inani)

|thwə suyagu sәphu: khә:? | | wә suyagu sәphu: khә:?| (poss)

3.1.3.4 Relative Adjectives

The relative pronouns which function as adjectives are called relative

adjectives. The Newar relative adjectives are tabulated below:

Table No. 6

The Newar Relative Adjectives

Animate Inanimate Possessive

Singular Plural Singular Plural

su, gumhə susu, gumhəgumhə chu, gu chuchu, gugu gumhəysigu
This table shows that Newar adjectives are marked for relative adjectives.

i. The Newar relative adjectives are marked for number: singular and

plural. The reduplication of the singular form gives the

corresponding plural form in the Newar relative adjectives. e.g.

|wə̃: jitə chu khə̃ kənə wə jĩ: mәsyu:| (Sg.)

|wə̃: jitə chuchu khə(̃tə) kənə wə jĩ: mәsyu:| (Pl.)

ii. The Newar relative adjectives are marked for animate, inanimate

and possessive separately. e.g.

|thwə wəhe mənu: khə: gumhə mənu:yagu dheba təg̃u khə:| (ani.)
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|thwə wəhe chẽ khə: gu chẽy khya: wəy yə:| (inanimate)

|thwə wəhe mənu: khə: gumhəysigu dheba tə̃gu khə:| (possessive)

3.1.3.5 Indefinite Adjectives

The indefinite pronouns which function as adjectives are called indefinite

adjectives. The Newar Indefinite adjectives are tabulated below:

Table No. 7

The Newar Indefinite Adjectives

Positive Negative

Animate sũ:, nhyamhə̃, memhə sũ:nə:

Inanimate chũ:, nhyagũ, megu chũ:nə:

This table shows that Newar adjectives are marked for indefinite

adjectives.

i. The Newar indefinite adjectives are marked for animate and

inanimate separately. e.g.

|sũ: mənu wələ| (animate) |wə̃: chũ: səphu: bwənə| (inanimate)

ii. The Newar indefinite adjectives are used for positive and negative

forms separately. e.g.

|sũ: mənu: wələ| |wə̃: chũ: səphu: bwənə| (Positive)

|sũ:nə: mənu: məwə:| |wə̃: chũ:nə: səphu: məbwə:| (Negative)

3.2 Holistic Comparison of the Newar Adjectivals with Those of

English and Nepali

Before making the comparison of each Newar adjectivals with those of

English and Nepali languages, the adjectives in English, Nepali and

Newar languages are tabulated and the comparison of those languages are

presented simultaneuosly after the tables.
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3.2.1 Qualitative Adjectives

These are the adjectives which show the quality of state of a person or a

thing. They also describe about a person or a thing, hence they are also

known as descriptive adjectives. These adjectives answer the question

“what type of?” The given table shows the English, Nepali and Newar

qualitative adjectives.

Table No. 8

Qualitative Adjectives

General English Nepali Nepal Bhasa

size /
shape

small, big,
round, flat

sano, thulo,
golo, cepto

cigə:, tə:gə:,
cakula, phatə:̃

habit /
nature

good, bad,
vile, gentle

əsəl, khərab,
nicə, səjjən

bhĩ:, məbhĩ:
kwəhyə̃gu,bhĩ:mhə

time /
distance

new, old,
near, far

nəyã:, purano,
nəjik, tadha

nhu:, pulã:,
likkə, tapa:

colour /
taste

black, blue,
sweet, sour

kalo, nilo,
mitho, əmilo

haku, wə̃cu,
caku, pamu

form /
condition

rough, smooth,
rich, poor

khəsro, səmmə,
dhəni, gərib

chyakhə, picu,
tə:mi, ci:mi

origin /
identity

Arabian,
Japanese

ərəbiyən, japani,
jetho, jethi

ərəbiyən, japani,
thəkali, nəkĩ:

quality clever, beautiful cəlakh, ramro cəlakh, bã:la

For human and non-human, the Nepali qualitative adjectives can be

shown in the sub-table as below:

human sg male kalo, ramro, batho, əglo, pudko, kancho, etc.

female kali, ramri, bathi, əgli, pudki, kanchi, etc

±human pl kala, ramra, batha, əgla, pudka, kancha, etc. (həru)

For animate and inanimate, the Newar qualitative adjectives can be

shown in the sub-table as below:
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Singular Plural

animate hakumhə, bã:lamhə, bhĩ:mhə hakupĩ:, bã:lapĩ:, bhĩ:pĩ:

inanimate hakugu, wə̃cugu, bã:lagu, bhĩ:gu, etc.

While comparing English, Nepali and Newar qualitative adjectives, I

found the following similarities and differences between them.

i. In all the three languages, qualitative adjectives are marked for

shape / size, nature / habit, time / distance, colour / taste, form /

condition, origin / identity, etc. e.g.

That pen is small. |tyo kələm sano chə| |wə cwəsa ci:pu|

The cat is black. |biralo kalo chə| |bhəuca haku|

The floor is smooth. |bhuĩ cillo chə| |bə:̃ picu|

Japanese sari is good. |japani sari əsəl chə|       |japani sari bhĩ:|

That flower is beautiful.|tyo phul ramro chə| |wə swã: bã:la|

He is a good man. |u əsəl manis ho|   |wə bhĩ:mhə mənu: khə:|

ii. The Newar qualitative adjectives have the animate and inanimate

with suffixes “-mhə” and “-gu” respectively which lack in English

and Nepali. e.g.

This is a black cat. That is a black pen.

|yo kalo biralo ho| |tyo kalo kələm ho|

|thwə hakumhə bhəuca khə:| |wə hakugu cwəsa khə:|

iii. Nepali and Newar (animate) have the existence of singular and

plural form which lack in English. e.g.

This is a black cat. These are black cats.

|yo kalo biralo ho| |yi kala biralahəru hun|

|thwə hakumhə bhəuca khə:| |thupĩ: hakupĩ: bhəucatə khə:|
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That is a blue house. Those are blue houses.

|tyo nilo ghər ho| |ti nila ghərhəru hun|

|thwə wə̃cugu chẽ khə:| |thwə wə̃cugu chẽ(tə) khə:|

iv. Nepali qualitative adjectives make male and female distinction

which lack in English and Newar qualitative adjectives. e.g.

He is a black boy. She is a black girl.

|u kalo keto ho| |uni kali keti hun|

|wə hakumhə mijə̃:məca khə:| |wə hakumhə misaməca khə:|

3.2.2 Numeral Adjectives

These are the adjectives that refer to the quantity and number of person or

things. These adjectives answer the question ‘how much/many?’ The

given table shows the English, Nepali and Newar numeral adjectives.

Table No. 9

Numeral Adjectives

English Nepali Nepal Bhasa

cardinal one, two, three ek, dui, tin chi, nəsi, swə

ordinal first, second pəhilo, dosro nhapə, nhapəlyu

portion half, quarter adha, cəuthai bəchi, cəkən

recitation double, triple dobbər, tebbər, nidugə, swədugə

indefinite hundreds,
thousands

səyəun, həjarəun sələnsə:,
dwələndwə:

distributive each, every hərek, prətek hərek, mhətĩ:

quantitative all, lot, few,
some, little

səbəi, dherəi,
thorəi, kehi, əlikəti

dəkwə/səkəlẽ,
apa:, bhətica

For countable and mass, the Englsh quantitative adjectives can be shown

in the sub-table as below:

Countable Mass

many, few, several much, little, less
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For human and non-human, the Nepali numeral (cardinal) adjectives can

be shown in the sub-table as follows:

Human Non-human

ekjəna, duijəna, tinjəna ekwəta, duiwəta, tinwəta

For animate and inanimate, the Newar numeral adjectives can be shown

in the sub-table as below:

Animate Inanimate

cardinal chəmhə, nimhə chəgu:, nigu:, chəpu, nipu

ordinal nhapã:mhə, lipãmhə nhapã:gu, lipãgu

distributive chәmhә-chәmhә, nhyamhə̃ chәgә-chәgә, nhyagũ

While comparing English, Nepali and Newar numeral adjectives, I found

the following similarities and differences between them.

i. In all the three languages, numeral adjectives are marked for

cardinal, ordinal, portion, recitation, indefinite, distributive and

quantitative adjectives. e.g.

He is the first boy. I have two pens.

|u pəhilo keto ho| |məsə̃gə duiwəta kələmhəru chən|

|wә nhapã:mhә mijə̃:məca khә:| |jike nipu cwәsa(tə) du|

Give me half litter petrol. There are thousands of temples.

|məlai adha litər petrol dinu| |tyəhã həjarəun məndirhəru chən|

|jitә bagu: litәr petrol byu| |әnә dwәlәndwә: degә:(tә) du|

ii. The Newar and Nepali cardinal numeral adjectives are marked for

animate/inanimate and human/non-human with suffixes “mhә/pu,

gu…”, etc. and “jəna/wəta” respectively which lack in English. e.g.

There are two houses. Two girls play carom board.

|tyəhã duiwəta ghər(həru) chən| |duijəna ketihəru kyarəm khelchən|

|әnә nikha: chẽ(tә) du| |nimhә misaməcatә kyarәm mhiti|
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I have two pens. Four men came.

|məsə̃gə duiwəta kələmhəru chən| |carjəna manishəru aye|

|jike nipu cwәsa du| |pemhә mәnu(tә) wәlә|

A cow has four legs. Two dogs came.

|gaiko carwəta khuttahəru chən| |duiwəta kukurhəru aye|

|saya pepa tuti du| |nimhә khicatә wələ|

iii. The Newar has different adjectival forms “dәkkwә/ səkəlẽ” sharing

the same concept for English ‘all’ and Nepali “səbəi”. For human

“səkəlẽ” is used in Newar. e.g.

All books are good. All men are good.

|səbəi kitabhəru ramra chən| |səbəi manishəru ramra chən|

|dəkkә səphu:tə bã:la| |səkəlẽ/dәkkwә mənu:tə bã:la|

iv. The Newar distributive adjectives are marked for animate and

inanimate which lack in Nepali and English. e.g.

Every person is playing. Each book is useful.

|hərek byəkti kheldəi chə| |prətek pustək upəyogi chə|

|nhyamhə̃ mәnu: mhita: cwәnә| |nhyagũ sәphu: jyalәgәy ju:|

v. The English quantitative adjective are marked for countable and

mass which lack in Nepali and Newar. e.g.

I have more pens. I have much water.

|məsə̃gə dherəi kələmhəru chən| | məsə̃gə dherəi pani chə|

|jike apa: cwәsa(tə) du| |jike apa: lə: du|

3.2.3     Pronominal Adjectives

The pronouns which act as adjectives are pronominal adjectives. There

are five types of pronominal adjectives. They are as follows:
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3.2.3.1 Demonstrative Adjectives

The demonstrative pronouns which function as adjectives are called

demonstrative adjectives. The given table shows the English, Nepali and

Newar demonstrative adjectives.

Table No. 10

Demonstrative Adjectives

Distance English Nepali Nepal Bhasa

sg pl sg pl sg pl

Near Speaker this these yo, yəhi yi, yinəi thwә/he thwə, thupĩ:

Near Hearer amə/he amə, aməpĩ:

Distal wə/he wә---tә, ipĩ:

Remote that those tyo, tyəhi ti, tinəi hũ:/he hũ:, hũ:pĩ:

While comparing English, Nepali and Newar demonstrative adjectives, I

found the following similarities and differences between them.

i. The English and Nepali demonstrative adjectives make a two-fold

distinction: proximate (near the speaker) and remote (far from the

speaker) whereas Newar demonstrative adjectives make a four-fold

distinction: near the speaker, near the hearer, distal (neither near

nor far from both) and remote (far from both). e.g.

This pen is his. |yo kələm usko ho| |thwə cwəsa wəyagu khə:|

That pen is her. |tyo kələm unko ho| |amә cwəsa wəyagu khə:|

That pen is his. |tyo kələm usko ho| |wə cwəsa wəyagu khə:|

That pen is her. |tyo kələm unko ho| |hũ: cwəsa wəyagu khə:|

ii. The plural form in Newar demonstrative adjectives is marked by

plural marker “pĩ:” for animate. It is also found that the plural form

in Newar demonstrative adjectives is marked by objective case
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marker ‘tә’. In English and Nepali, the plural morpheme is fused

together with the base.

This girl is very beautiful. These girls are very beautiful.

|yo keti sahrəi ramri chin| |yi ketihəru sahrəi ramra chən|

|thwə misaməca təsəkə̃: bã:la| |thupĩ: misaməcatə təsəkə:̃ bã:la|

iii. To emphasise the particular, Newar and Nepali demonstrative

adjectives have suffixes “he” and “hi/nəi” respectively which lack

in English. e.g.

This girl is very beautiful. These girls are very beautiful.

|yəhi keti sahrəi ramri chin| |yinai ketihəru sahrəi ramra chən|

|thwəhe misaməca təsəkə̃ bã:la| |thupi:he misaməcatə təsəkə̃ bã:la|

3.2.3.2 Possessive Adjectives

The possessive pronouns which function as adjectives are possessive

adjectives. The given table shows the English, Nepali and Newar

possessive adjectives:

Table No. 11

Possessive Adjectives

English Nepali Nepal Bhasa
Varietysg pl sg pl sg pl

1st

my our mero hamro jigu
exclu
jimigu

inclu
jhi:gu

2nd your
timro timihəruko chə:̃gu Chimigu N.Hon

təpaiko,
həjurko

təpaihəruko,
həjurhəruko

chigu,
akənəyagu

chikəpinigu
akənəpinigu Hon.

3rd
his
her
its their

usko, unko,
tinko, yinko
tyəsko

unihəruko
tinihəruko
yiniharuko

wəya,
wəyagu

imigu
N.Hon

uhã:ko uhã:həruko ənəyagu,
wəykə:yagu

ənəpinigu,
wəykə:pinigu

Hon
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While comparing English, Nepali and Newar possessive adjectives, I

found the following similarities and differences between them.

i. In all the three languages, possessive adjectives are marked for the

1st, 2nd and 3rd persons. e.g.

This is my book. |yo mero kitab ho| |thwə jigu səphu: khə:|

That is your house. |tyo timro ghər ho| |wə chə̃:gu chẽ khə:|

That is his field. |tyo usko khet ho| |wə wəyagu bũ khə:|

ii. All the three languages have singular and plural possessive

adjectives. But they are different in the sense that English has

separate adjectival forms for singular and plural number except in

the 2nd person whereas in Nepali and Newar, the same singular

adjectival forms are used as plural ones by adding affixes like

‘həruko’ in Nepali and ‘mə’ or ‘mi’ or ‘pini’ in Newar. e.g.

That is his pen. |tyo usko kələm ho|      |wə wəyagu cwəsa khə:|

That is their house. |tyo tinihəruko ghər ho|    |wә imigu chẽ khə:|

iii. The Newar has the existence of inclusive and exclusive plural first

person possessive adjectives which lack in English and Nepali. e.g.

This is my school. This is our school.

|yo mero vidyaləy ho| |yo hamro vidyaləy ho|

|thwə jigu bwənekuthi khə:| |thwə jimigu bwənekuthi khə:|(exclu.)

|thwə jhi:gu bwənekuthi khə:|(inclu.)

iv. Both Nepali and Newar 2nd and 3rd person possessive forms have

the existence of honorific and non-honorific forms which lack in

English. e.g.

This is your house. This is your house.

|yo timro ghər ho| |yo təpaiko ghər ho|

|thwə chə̃:gu chẽ khə:| |thwə chigu chẽ khə:|
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This is her house. This is her house.

|yo unko ghər ho| |yo uhã:ko ghər ho|

|thwə wəyagu chẽ khə:| |thwə wəykə:yagu chẽ  khə:|

v. English and Nepali (N-honorofic) make male/female distinction in

the 3rd person singular possessive adjectives but lack in Newar. e.g

It is his cap. It is her cap.

|yo usko ṭopi ho| |yo unko topi ho|

|thwə wәyagu təpuli khə:| |thwə wәyagu təpuli khə:|

Similarly, there is no male/female distinction in the 1st and 2nd

person singular and plural possessive adjectives in all the three

languages. And there is no grammatical gender in the Nepal Bhasa.

3.2.3.3 Interrogative Adjectives

The interrogative pronouns which function as adjectives are called

interrogative adjectives. English, Nepali and Newar interrogative

adjectives are tabulated below:

Table No. 12

Interrogative Adjectives

General

English Nepali Nepal Bhasa

Human N-human Animate Inanimate

sg
what, which

ko, kun ke, kun su, gumhə chu, gu

pl
koko,
kunkun

keke,
kunkun

susu,
gumhəgumhə

chuchu,
gugu

poss whose kəsko, kəska suyagu

While comparing English, Nepali and Newar interrogative adjectives, I

found the following similarities and differences between them.
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i. In all the three languages, interrogative adjectives are marked for

general and possessive cases. e.g.

Whose letters are these? Which book do you need?

|yi kəska pətrəhəru hun?| |timilai kun kitab cahinchə?|

|thwə suyagu pəu(tə) khə:?| |chət̃ə gu səphu: ma:?|

ii. The reduplication of the singular form gives the corresponding

plural form in Nepali and Newar interrogative adjectives. In

English, these adjectives do not make number distinction. e.g.

Which book is this? Which books are those?

|yo kun kitab ho?| |ti kunkun kitabhəru hun?|

|thwə chu sәphu: khә:?| |wә chuchu sәphu:(tә) khә:?|

What thing does he need? What things do they need?

|usəlai ke bəstu cahinchə?| |tinihərulai keke bəstuhəru cahinchə?|

|wəyatə chu saman ma:?| |imitә chuchu saman(tә) ma:?|

iii. The Newar and Nepali interrogative adjectives have distinct forms

for animate/inanimate and human/non-human respectively which

lack in English. e.g. Which book is that?

|ko manis ayo?| |tyo kun kitab ho?|

|su mәnu: wəlә?| |wә chu sәphu: khә:?|

3.2.3.4 Relative Adjectives

The relative pronouns which function as adjectives are called relative

adjectives. English, Nepali and Newar relative adjectives are tabulated

below:
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Table No. 13

Relative Adjectives

General

English Nepali Nepal Bhasa

Human N-human Animate Inanimate

sg
what, which

jo, jun je, jun su, gumhə chu, gu

pl
jojo,
junjun,

jeje,
junjun

susu,
gumhəgumhə

chuchu,
gugu

poss whose jəsko, jəska gumhəysigu

While comparing English, Nepali and Newar ralative adjectives, I found

the following similarities and differences between them.

i. In all the three languages, relative adjectives are marked for

general and possessive case. e.g.

Which work I did, it was good.

|jun kam məile gərẽ, tyo rəmro thiyo|

|gu jya jĩ: yana, wə bã:la|

He is the man whose box was lost.

|yo tyəhi manis ho jəsko bakəs həraeko thiyo|

|thwә wәhe mәnu khә: gumhәysigu bakәs tәnә|

ii. The Newar and Nepali relative (general) adjectives are marked for

number which lack in English. In Nepali and Newar, reduplication

of the singular form gives the corresponding plural form. e.g.

Which book I sold, it was good.

|jun kitab məile becẽ, tyo ramro thiyo|

|gu səphu jĩ: miya, wə bã:la|

Which books I sold, they are good.

|junjun kitab məile becẽ, tinihəru ramra thiye|

|gugu səphu:(tə) jĩ: miya, wə bã:la|
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3.2.3.5 Indefinite Adjectives

The indefinite pronouns which function as adjectives are called indefinite

adjectives. English, Nepali and Newar indefinite adjectives are tabulated

below:

Table No. 14

Indefinite Adjectives

English Nepali Nepal Bhasa

Human N.Human Animate Inanimate

positive
next, other,
another

kohi, kunəi,
josukəi,
junsukəi, ərko

kunəi,
junsukəi,
ərko

sũ:,
memhə,
nhyamhə

chũ:,
megu,
nhyagu

negative no
kohipəni,
kunəipəni

kunəipəni sũ:nə: chũ:nə:

While comparing English, Nepali and Newar indefinite adjectives, I

found the following similarities and differences between them.

i. In all the three languages, indefinite adjectives are marked for

positive and negative. e.g.

The next person will come. No person will come.

|ərko byəkti aune chə| |kohipəni byəkti aunechəin|

|memhə mənu: wəi| |sũ:nə: mənu: wəiməkhu|

ii. The Newar and Nepali indefinite adjectives are marked for animate

/ inanimate and (±) human respectively which lack in English. e.g.

Some one (person) came. He read some/any book.*

|kohi byəkti aye| |usəle kunəi pustək pədhe|

|sũ: mənu: wələ| |wə̃ chũ: səphu: bwənə|

* This sentence is grammatically wrong.
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CHAPTER - FOUR

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The following findings and recommendation have been derived from the

analysis of the data.

4.1 Findings

The study presents the following findings:

i. In attributive use, the Newar adjectives co-occures with suffixes

agree in number and gender with the noun head. e.g.

Gender Number Suffix

Animate Singular |bã:lamhә mәnu:| -mhә

Plural |bã:lapĩ: mәnu:tə| -pĩ:

Inanimate |bã:lagu sәphu:(tә) | -gu

ii. In predicative use, the Newar adjectivals do not take any

nominalizing suffixes. e.g.

| wә mәnu: bã:la|     | wә mәnu:tә bã:la | |thwә sәphu:(tә) bã:la|

So, some qualitative adjectives function as finite verbs.

iii. In the Newar numeral adjectives suffix “-mhә” is used for animate

and suffixes “-gu, -pu, -pa, -gә:, …” etc. are used for inanimate.

iv. The Newar demonstrative adjectives have different systems in terms

of distance i.e. near speaker, near hearer, distal and remote. For

particular and more emphasis suffix “-he” is used.

v. Only for human, in sense of respect, the suffix “-pi:” is used for

plural form in the Newar demonstrative adjectives

vi. There is the existence of inclusive and exclusive plural form in the

Newar 1st person possessive adjectives and the 2nd and 3rd person

possessive adjectives have the existence of honorific and non-

honorific forms. But there is no grammatical gender (male/female).
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vii. The Newar possessive adjectives are marked for number i.e. singular

and plural. The same singular form is pluralized by adding the

inffixes “-mĩ-” and “-pini-“. When the same singular form is

pluralized, inflection system is sometimes occurred. e.g. jigu –

jimigu chə:̃gu - chimigu

viii. The reduplication of the singular form gives the corresponding plural

form in the Newar interrogative and relative adjectives.

ix. Positive and negative with animate and inanimate forms are found in

Newar indefinite adjectives.

4.1.1 Similarities between English and Newar Adjectivals

The similarities between English and Newar adjectivals are presented

below:

i. In both languages, there is the existence of adjectival system.

ii. In both languages, qualitative adjectives can be categories in colour,

taste, shape, size, form, condition, nature, habit, origin, identity, etc.

iii. In both languages, numeral adjectives can be classified in cardinal,

ordinal, indefinite, portion, recitation, distributive and qualitative

adjectives.

iv. Both languages have the singular and plural forms in possessive and

demonstrative adjectives.

v. Both English and Newar, possessive adjective forms are categorized

under the 1st, 2nd and 3rd persons.

vi. In both languages, interrogative and relative adjectives are marked

for possessive case.

vii. In both languages, indefinite adjective is marked into positive and

negative.
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4.1.2 Differences between English and Newar Adjectivals

The differences between English and Newar adjectivals are as follows:

i. There is the existence of animate and inanimate adjectival forms in

Newar qualitative and numeral adjectives but lack in English.

ii. There is the existence of inclusive and exclusive adjectival forms in

Newar 1st person possessive adjectives which lack in English.

iii. The separate forms are used in English possessive adjectives (except

2nd person) in terms of number: singular and plural whereas in

Newar, the same singular forms are pluralized by adding the affixes

“pĩ:” & “mi”.

iv. English 2nd person possessive adjectives have the same form, i.e.

‘your’ for both singular and plural number as well but Newar 2nd

person possessive adjectives have the different forms.

v. There is the existence of honorific and non-honorific forms in Newar

which lack in English.

vi. The use of male and female distinction is found in English 3rd person

possessive adjectives but it lacks in Newar.

vii. English demonstratives are marked for only proximate and distal

relationships whereas there are four types of demonstratives in

Newar.

viii. There is (± Human) animate plural in Newar demonstrative

adjectives which lack in English.

ix. In case of interrogative and relative adjectives, reduplication of the

singular form gives the corresponding plural form in Newar whereas

these adjectives do not make number distinction in English.

x. The Newar interrogative, relative, indefinite and distributive

adjectives have separate forms for both animate and inanimate which

lack in English.
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4.1.3 Similarities between Newar and Nepali Adjectivals

The similarities between Newar and Nepali adjectivals are as follows:

i. In both languages, there is the existence of adjectival system.

ii. In both languages, qualitative adjectives can be categorized in

colour, taste, shape, size, form, condition, nature, habit, origin, etc.

iii. In both languages, numeral adjectives can be categorized in cardinal,

ordinal, indefinite, portion, recitation, distributive and quantitative.

iv. Both languages have the singular and plural forms in possessive,

demonstrative, interrogative and relative adjectives.

v. Both Newar and Nepali possessive adjectives are categorized under

1st, 2nd and 3rd persons.

vi. In both languages, the infixes “-mi-” or “-pini-” and “-harū-” are
added in the same singular forms to pluralize respectively.

vii. Both Newar and Nepali 2nd and 3rd person and possessive adjectives

have the existence of honorific and non-honorific forms.

viii. Reduplication for the singular form gives the corresponding plural

form in the Newar and Nepali interrogative and relative adjectives

with possessive.

ix. Both languages have positive and negative forms in indefinite

adjectives.

4.1.4 Differences between Newar and Nepali Adjectivals

The differences between Newar and Nepali adjectivals are as follows:

i. The main difference between Newar and Nepali adjectivals is that of

the existence of the inflectional system. The system occurred when

the same form is pluralized. This system is found especially in the

Newar language but lacks in the Nepali language.
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ii. Newar adjectives are classified into animate and inanimate whereas

Nepali adjectives are classified into human and non-human.

iii. “jəna” and “wəta” suffixes are used for Nepali  numeral (cardinal)

adjectives for human and non-human respectively whereas “-mhə”

and other suffixes are used for animate and inanimate in the Newar

numeral adjectives.

iv. There is the existence of animate and inanimate in the Newar ordinal

and distributive adjectives which lack in Nepali.

v. There is the existence of male and female for Nepali qualitative

(colour, nature, habit) adjectives which lack in Newar.

vi. Nepali demonstrative adjectives make two fold distinctions whereas

Newar demonstratives make four folds.

vii. There is the existence of animate and inanimate with plural form in

Newar demonstrative adjectives which lack in Nepali.

viii. There is the existence of inclusive and exclusive terms in Newar 1st

person plural possessive adjectives but it lacks in Nepali.

ix. There is the existence of male / female distinction in Nepali 3rd

person possessive adjectives but this system lacks in Newar.

4.2 Recommendations

No two languages are similar, neither are the patterns of sentences and

the uses of words are same in them. This fact explicitly justifies the

importance of any comparative work on language. The study has the

following pedagogical implications with some recommendations made by

the researcher.

a. The findings of the present study show that Newar has the most

complex adjectival system in comparison to Nepali and English. So,
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the complexity of Newar adjectives should be considered while

teaching English and Nepali adjectives to the Newar native speakers.

b. The Newar qualitative adjectives are classified as animate/inanimate

whereas Nepali qualitative adjectives are classified as human

(male/female) and non-human. So, the teachers/learners should

observe this matter carefully with singular and plural.

c. There is the existence of many suffixes in the Newar numeral

adjectives as the shape/size of the noun head which is not present in

both Nepali and English. So, the learner should be made aware of

this fact.

d. The Newar demonstrative adjectives make four fold distinctions:

remote, distal, near speaker and near hearer. But English and Nepali

make only two folds distinction: remote and proximate. So, the

teacher should make this fact clear to the students.

e. There is the existence of inclusive and exclusive plural form in the

Newar 1st person possessive adjectives. It carries pragmatic value

also. The 2nd and 3rd person possessive adjectives have the existence

of honorific and non-honorific forms. So, the learners should take

into consideration this matter.

f. The similar thing that is reduplication of the singular form gives the

corresponding plural form in both Nepali and Newar interrogative

and relative adjectives whereas in English these adjectives do not

make number distinction. So, this kind of similarity and difference

should be taken into consideration by both teachers and learners.

g. Mother tongue influences second language or foreign language in

learning. So, while teaching language, a teacher should see what

difficulties the learners are facing due to their mother tongue.
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h. The Nepali and Newar languages have some alternative forms of

adjectivals than those of English. Thus, the native speakers of the

Newar language should be paid special focuses on the different

alternatives forms of adjectivals used in the Newar language.

i. Since Newar is a complex adjectivalized language, language

teachers, textbook writers, planners, curriculum or syllabus

designers, linguists and other concerned authorities should be more

careful in designing the syllabus, writing the books and preparing

other supplementary materials especially for the Newar native

speaking students.
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APPENDIX I

Questionnaire

This questionnaire has been prepared to draw data for the research

work entitled “Adjectivals in English, Nepali and Nepal Bhasa”

which is carried out under the guidance of Dr. Laxmi Bahadur

Maharjan, Reader of Department of English Education, T.U.

Kirtipur. The researcher hopes that you all co-operate with him in

giving authentic and reliable information to accomplish this

research. Thank you.

Researcher

Ravi Maharjan

T.U. Kirtipur, Kathmandu

Name: Age:

Address: Sex:

Qualification: Job:

Involved Institution: Post:

1. The houses are four storey. (3/x¿ rf/tn ] 5g \ .)

2. This is my house. (of ] 3/ d ]/ f ]  xf ]  . )

3. This house is beautiful.  (of ] 3/ /fd | f ]  5 .)

4. The sky is blue. (cfsf; lgnf ] 5 .)

5. Ram is a good boy. (/fd c;n s6f ] x f ]  .)

6. Sita is a tall  girl. (;Ltf cUnL s ]6 L x 'g \ .)
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7. This cat is brown. (of ] la/fnf ]  v } / f ]  5 .

8. These dogs are white and black.(oL s 's ' /x¿ ; ]tf / sfnf 5g \ .)

9. That ball is big. ( Tof ]  es ' G8f ]  7 'nf ]  5 .)

10. Those oranges are ripen. (tL ; ' Gtnfx¿ kfs ]sf 5g \ .)

11. Each pen is useful. (x/ ]s snd pkof ]u L 5 .)

12. Every book is valuable. (k | To ]s lstfa d "Nojfg 5 .)

13. Some shoes are new. (s]x L h ' Ttfx¿ gof“ 5g \ .)

14. Many people celebrate Dashain. (w ]/ }  df lg;x¿ b; } dgfp“5g \ .)

15. Little knowledge is dangerous. (yf ] / }  1 fg vt/gfs x ' G5 .)

16. Which subject do you study? ( ltdL s…g laifo k( \%f } <)

17. Whose father has made this box?(of ]  afs; s:sf ]a… …afn ] agfPsf ]
x f ] <)

18. I have two dictionaries. (d;+u b…O{j^f zAbsf ] ifx¿ %g \
.)

19. Each student was issued an identity card.

(k|To]s laBfyL {nfO { kl/rokt| lbOPsf ] % .)

20. What time will the meeting be held? (s…g ;dodf ldl^ ∙ x––G%<)
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21. Whose purse is lying on the table? (^]andf s:sf ] k;{
/x ]sf ]% .)

22. There were high rising buildings on either side.

(b–a } ;fO*df cUnf #/x¿ lyP .)

23. Neither proposal is practicable. (s–g ] klg k |:t fa Aoaxfl/s % }gg \ .)

24. I questioned each member and got the same answer.

(d}n ] k | To ]s ;b:o; +u k |Zg u/ ] +  / p:t } hjfkm kfP“ .)

25. I know every line of this poem by heart.

(of ]  slatfsf ]  k | To ]s k + lQm dnfO { s)&:y % .)

26. Many students have shown interest in playing cards.

(w ]/ } laBfyLx¿n ] T f f; v ] Ng dg k/fPsf ] b ]v fPsf %g \ .)

27. I have no interest in TV serials.(dnfO { l^ . le wf/ fj f lxsdf rf;f ]
% }g .)

28. Japanese goods are very durable. (hfkfgL ;fdfgx¿ Wf ] / }  l^sfp
%g \ .)

29. Arabian horses are famous for their beauty.

(c/laog #f ]* fx? ltgLx¿sf ] ; ' Gb/tfdf k | Voft % .)

30. Can you give me some money?( ltdL dnfO s ]x L k };f lbg ;S%f }  < )

31. She did not need any help. (pgnfO s–g }  klg ;xof ]u rflxPg .)

32. Prithvi Narayan Shah was a brave king.
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(k [ Yj L gf/fo)f zfx Ps ;fx;L/fhf lyP .)

33. John is the first boy in the class. (hf ]g sIf fdf klxnf ]  s ]^ f ]  xf ]  .)

34. We spent all day in the field. (xfdLn ] k "/ }  lbg  v ]tdf latfof } + . )

35. He spent the whole day on the beach.

(p;n] k…/ }  lbg au/df latfof ] .)

36. My job is interesting. (d ]/ f ]  sfd /dfOnf ]  % .)

37. I’m satisfied with my job. (d d ]/ f ]  sfdaf^ ;Gt ' i^ % ' .)

38. Does he have enough energy? (s] pgL; +u k–Ubf ]  zlSt % <)

39. These boxes are too heavy. (oL afs;x¿ w ]/ }  ux | ' +u f % .)

40. Min Bahadur isn’t as old as he looks.

(dLgaxfb–/ b ] lvP h:t } a—(f ] % }g . )

41. Your house is about twice as big as mine.

( ltd | f ]  #/ d ] / f ]  #/ eGbf bf ] Aa/ &—nf ] % .)

42. Yesterday was the hottest day of the year

( lxhf ]  ai f {  lbgs } ;aeGbf udL { lbg lyof ]  .)

43. Which is the longest river in the world?

( ljZjsf ] ;aeGbf nfdf ]  gbL s 'g xf ]  <)

44. I locked the door with my own hands.
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(d}n ] cfˆg }  xftn ] 9f ] ]s f nufPy ] + .

45. This is a difficult work. (of ] Pp6f sl7g sfo { x f ] .)

46. John is happy. (hf ]g v ';L 5 .)

47. He was a fat man. (p df ]6f ]  dfG5 ] lyof ] .)

48. Her voice is very sweet. (pgsf ] :j/ clt g } ; ' / Lnf ]  5 .)

49. These books are colourful.  (oL k ':tsx¿ / + lËg 5g \ .)

50. Every girl will get a pencil. (x/ ]s s ]6 Ln ] Pp6f l;;fsnd kfpg ] 5 .)

51. Each boy is given a pen. (k | To ]s s ]6 fnfO PsPs j6f snd lbOPsf ]
5.)

52. Some men are unhappy. (s]x L dflg;x¿ v 'zL 5 }gg \ .)

53. Many women will do it.  (of ] w ] / }  cfOdfOX¿n] ug ] {5g \ .)

54. Which road goes to Pokhara? (kf ]v/f s 'g af6f ]  hfG5 <)

55. What city is this? (of ] s 'g zx/ xf ]  <)

56. These are our thesis. (oL xfd | f y ] l;; \ x ' 'g \ .)

57. That is your car. ( Tof ]  ltd | f ]  sf/ x f ] .)

58. Her house is very big. (pgsf ]  3/ w ] / }  7 'nf ]  5 .)
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59. His dog is sick. (pgsf ] s 's '/ la/fdL 5 .)

60. We have two hands to work.

(xfdL; +u sfd ug {nfO { b 'O {cf ]6 f x ftx¿ 5g \ .)

61. Bhimsen Thapa was the first prime minister of Nepal.

(eLd;]g yfkf g ]kfnsf ] klxnf ]  k |w fg dGqL lyP .)

62. Dogs have forty four teeth. (s's '/x¿sf ] rjfln;j6f bf Ftx¿ 5g \)

63. In which class do you study? ( ltdL slt sIf fdf k9 \5f }  <)

64. I bought three bags. (d}n ] tLgj6f em f ]n fx¿ lsg ] .)

65. Seti is the deepest river in Nepal. (g ]k fnsf ] ;aeGbf ulx/f ]  gbL ; ]t L
xf ] .)

66. Mt. Everest is the highest peak in the world.

(;u/dfyf ljZjs} ;aeGbf cUnf ]  r 'r ' / f ]  x f ] .)

67. An honest person is respected everywhere.

(Odfgbf/ AolQm hxf F  klg cfb/0 f Lo x ' G5 .)

68. This shopkeeper is honest.  (of ] k;n ] Odfgbf/ 5 .)

69. This plan is better than the other one.(of ] of ]hgf csf ] {  eGbf / fd | f ]
5 . )

70. Your answer was the best of all.  ( ltd | f ]  hjfkm ;a }eGbf /fd | f ]
lyof ] .)
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71. Every member supported my proposal.

(k | To ]s ;b:on ] d ]/ f ]  k | :tfjnfO ;fy lbP . )

72. We did not have any outline maps.

(xfdL; +u s 'g }klg gS;fsf ] / ]v f lrq lyPg .)

73. They have much knowledge of Biology.

( ltgLx¿;+u hLjla1fgaf/ ] w ]/ } ]  1 fg 5 . )

74. Several projects are running in Nepal.

(g ]k fndf w ]/ }  k l/of ]hgfx? Rln/x ]sf 5g \ .)

75. I need a little salt.  (dnfO { yf ] / }  g 'g rflxG5 .)

76. How much time do you need to complete this work?

(of ]  sfd k " / f ug { ltdLnfO { slt ;do nfU5 <)

77. How many members attended the meeting?

(a }7sdf slthgf ;b:ox¿ pkl:yt eP <)

78. This is a fast train. (of ]  Pp6f km f:6 6 « ]g x f ]  .)

79. He bought a small house. (p;n ] Pp6f ;fgf ]  3/ lsGof ]  .)

80. Richard loved those long cigars. ( l /rf8 {n ] t L nfdf l;uf/ dg
k/fpYof ]  .)

81. These are glad tidings. (oL ; ';dfrf/ x 'g \ .)

82. She is an only child. (pgL PSnL dfq aRrL x 'g \ .)
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83. Do you get a daily newspaper? (s] ltdLn ] b } lgs ;dfrf/ kq k9 \5f } <)

84. Aarati seems happy. (cf/tL v ';L b ] lvG5 ] .)

85. He had a calm expression. (p zfGt b ] lvG5 .)

86. She turned pale. (pgL lgnL k +x ]n L eOg \ .)

87. The soup tested horrible. (;"?jfsf ]  :jfb  gld7f ]  lyof ]  .)

88. He became pale. (p lgnL k +x ]nL eof ]  .)

89. The day was cold, wet and windy. ( Tof ]  lbg lr;f ] cfb | { /atf; ]
lyof ] .)

90. This girl is afraid. (of ] s ]6 L eolet 5 .)

91. The children need not feel ashamed. (tLaRrfx¿n ] nfh dfGg 'kb } {g .)

92. The singer suddenly felt faint. ( Tof ]  u fos PSsf;L d '5f {  k¥of ]  .)

93. My aunt is very ill.  (d ]/ L sfsL w ] / }  la/fdL l5g \ .)

94. My uncle is a sick man. (d ]/ f sfsf la/fdL dflg; x 'g \ .)

95. His latest book is on war. (p;sf ] kl5Nnf ]  k ' :ts åGå; Fu ;Dal Gwt 5.)

96. His last book was on war. (p;sf ]clGtd k ' :ts åGå; Fu ;Dal Gwt
lyof ] .)

97. He is a good teacher. (pgL c;n lzIfs x 'g \ .)
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98. This teacher is good. (of ] lzIfs c;n 5 .)

99. She is a frightened girl.  (pgL 8/fPsL s ]6 L x 'g \ .)

100. Your lecture was most interesting. (tkf FO {sf ]  k | f Wofkg /f ]rs lyof ]  .


